
Firefighting techniques
against modern fires



A summary of



Data of the EFFIS (European Forest Fire Information System) finds that 
2021 was the second worst fire season in the last 20 years, 

second only to 2017.



• 39 countries affected by fires.

• European warmest summer on record

• Extreme weather: heat and drought in Mediterranean vs floods 

and heavy rainfall

• Sea surface temperature increase of +5º above average.

• More than 1.110.000 ha burned , according to the European 

Commission’s Joint Research Centre (JRC). 

• Turkey was the most affected country, followed by Italy.

• Half a million of the hectares burned were in protected forest 

areas.

• Record temperature in Europe (48.8º, Sicily) * Data obtained from Copernicus Satellite, EFFIS, JRC Commission.



Predictions based on
official European data



A report of the UNEP (United Nations Environment Programme) 

predict that climate change and the use of the land will 
make a substantial increase in the wildfires around the 

world.

Mostly in areas such as the Arctic and Central Europe.
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Fires are evolving. Their behavior is different and fire 
seasons are no longer well defined; fires occur throughout 

the year. 



Analysis of the new fires



Unleash firestormsExtremely fast and 
intense fires

Change the weather 
around them

Multiple and 
simultaneous focuses

Analysis of the
new fires

New fires are already showing 
these characteristics. According to 

experts, in a few years 
this will be commonplace.



+60 deaths

+5’3 Km/h 
2ha burned per minute

540.000 ha burned
+250%  of the usual

+250 injured

Pedrógao Grande, June 2017
Lleiría, Portugal
First fire recorded with these characteristics

+1.700 firefighters



Pedrógao Grande, June 2017
Lleiría, Portugal
First fire recorded with these characteristics

Portugal has taken a new path, incorporating active 
patrols, rapid attack and the use of 14 FIREBOSS 
throughout the country, this situation has changed.

2021 was the year with the least area burned in the 
last 10 years in the country : less than 29,000 ha.



Words of the experts



"we have not seen 

such extreme 

episodes, with such 

virulent behavior 

due to climate 

change-driven 

conditions."

María Malero
Member of the WWF

“global warming has been self-reinforcing; we 
have reached a no-turning point”

Phillip Williamson
Honorary Professor at the University of West Anglia " [the fires] have been 

increasing in complexity
and intensity as well as 
in autonomy, which has 
achieved almost a life of 

its own. It seems that the 
fire has intelligence, 

something we have not 
seen before.”

Luís Galiana
Professor of Regional 

Geographic Analysis at the
Universidad Autónoma de 

Madrid.
"we will have to learn to live with these big 

fires and learn to manage them, as they are 

going to be the norm in a few years."

Konstantinos Synolakis
Chairman of the National 
Committee for Climate Change

Raúl de la Calle
Secretary General of the Official College of 

Forestry Technical Engineers

[...] there are flame lengths of more than 30 
meters high, which can be felt more than 
200 meters away, [...] they are outside the 

extinguishing capacity : whether we have 10, 
100 or 1,000 people, we can't even get close.
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[...] there are flame 
lengths of more than 30 
meters high, which can 
be felt more than 200 
meters away, [...] they are 
outside the extinguishing 
capacity: whether we 
have 10, 100 or 1,000 
people, we can't even get 
close.

Virtually all experts agree in describing these fires
as inextinguishable. Based on our experience, we
think the same...except if we are able to get there
in the first few minutes of the fire.

No fire is inextinguishable from the beginning:
there is a point of no return after which it is
unstoppable. The key is to stop the fire before it
becomes unstoppable.



Early attack will always be much more effective 
than dropping large quantities of water when the 

fire is out of control.

Fast attack also achieve its full potential when 
combined with active air patrols during high 

fire risk days.



Endurance: to fight fires or 
patrol for hours without 

returning to the homebase

Low speed drop: 
to prevent the 

spread of flames

Approach: get close to the fire to 
make the drop efficiently and 

accurately

Enough water: 
to have effect

on the fire

Choosing the right tools is 
just as important, it should 
meet these characteristics:

Fast attack: to start the 
fight when the fire is weak

Active patrols: patrol high
fire risk areas with the full 

water tank to avoid 6th gen 
fires.



Given the expansive capacity of the new fires and their 
intensity, which makes almost impossible to extinguish 

them later, fast attack is more necessary than ever.



Aircraft such as the AT-802 allows thanks to their 
endurance, capacity and its computerized firegate to attack 

simultaneously different fires without returning to the 
home base, which helps to prevent megafires.

This is particularly relevant in the case of FIREBOSS
(amphibious version). 



The effectiveness and efficiency of these aircraft has led 
to the creation of specific fire fighting systems such as 

active patrols, with the AT-802 as the key feature.

This method consists of an aircraft loaded with the 
maximum water and fuel flying over the high fire risk 
areas for hours and attacking any starting fire at first 

minutes, preventing a potential megafire.



A cheaper, safer, more efficient method.



Preventing the formation of a large fire is 
much cheaper than extinguishing it.

We will never be able to measure the
megafires we have prevented.



These are the advantages of having an 
aircraft specifically designed for fire fighting. 
Nearly 1.000 AT-802 sold around the world 

certify it.



Introduction to
fast attack

1. Aircraft in bases

3. Detection and 
immediate reaction

4. Attack

5. Scooping

6. Carousel attack 2. Active patrols



1- Scooping operation
Full hopper in 30’’.



2- Fast attack
When the fire is starting, a few precise drops or even one

can extinguish the fire.



3- Out of control
When the fire is out of control, lots of drops are necessary, and even 

then the situation makes it practically impossible to extinguish.



Experience is the key to success



It is well known that a pilot knows how to fly, but flying on airlines 

doesn’t make him a fire fighting pilot. 

• Whether on the ground or in the air, a fire fighter needs 

specific fire fighting training. 

• It is crucial to ensure the pilot's safety, while at the same time it 

is necessary for him to act effectively.

• Aerial fire fighting procedures are not taught in other areas 

of aviation.



• Extinguishing techniques

• Fire behavior

• Flying safely around the flames

• Making a good drop

• Types of drop and what they are used for

• Emergency response

• Combine real training with simulator

TRAINING



EXPERIENCE

• Reaction capacity

• Appropriate techniques on each occasion

• Use the terrain to obtain advantage

• Real experience to be considered fire fighting pilot

• Acting safely while ensuring the success of the 

operation

• Knowledge that can only be acquired through 

experience



Thank you


